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SELA vehicles are battery-powered. The sturdy and durable vehicles are suitable for indoor and outdoor
use.

A broad range of products satisfies the different needs of customers and ensures usage in many business
segments.

Alleinimporteur für SELA in Deutschland und Österreich

Different vehicles classes:

Small vehicles - Series A
Slow vehicles for children aged from 4 to 8. Suitable for beginners. Optimised for small areas.

Standard vehicles - Series M and F
Vehicles with a speed of up to 10 km/h for children aged from 5 to 12. Suitable also for inexperienced drivers. Optimised for use in a racing circuit.

Large vehicles - Series B
Vehicles with a speed of up to 20 km/h for children and teenagers aged from 10 to 18. Suitable for
experienced drivers. Optimised for use in a racing
circuit.

Hurricanes - boats on wheels
Vehicles with a speed less than 10 km/h with maximum manoeuvrability for drivers aged from 5 to
88. Suitable for inexperienced users. Ideally designed for use on floors.
Also available as Twister with a smaller size for
drivers aged from 5 to 12.
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The vehicles are usually coin-operated. The integrated mechanical coin validators support one coin type
only. The coin type can be selected by the operator. Possible coin types: 50 ct, 1 Euro, 2 Euro or tokens.

Many operation parameters like maximum speed, running time, volume, magnetic stop on/off, motor brake on/off, or driving with the coin validator on/off can be set using the digital control unit.

The control unit is integrated into the vehicle. It
can be accessed by operator/staff only.
Usage is simple and self-explanatory.
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With the batteries fully charged SELA vehicles can be operated non-stop for about 4 hours. Operation time
is often spread throughout the day. Then, the vehicles can be charged at the loading stations in the evening and are fully charged after 8 hours. Our gel-charging devices are equipped with a charging control
and automatic switching-off to prevent overcharging)

Simple charging station in use

„our" gel-charging device

To monitor the charging state of the battery there is a charging control lamp at the vehicle's outside.

Control lamp shows green light = 100% - 75 % charged
Control lamp flashes green

= 75% - 50 % charged

Control lamp shows red light

= 50% -25% charged

Control lamp flashes red

= 25% - 0% charged
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For charging, the socket at the outside of the vehicles is used.

In case of a higher utilization a charged spare battery including connection cable is recommended.

The batteries with a weight of about 20 kg are
equipped with convenient carry handles and thus
can easily be carried by the staff.
A simple plug connection ensures a fast battery
replacement.
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Which requirements have to be fulfilled to operate SELA vehicles?
Suitable floor. Most suitable are smooth concrete or asphalt as well as paved areas. Less suitable but
possible: crushed rock. Unsuitable are loose gravel, rocks, grass or open areas.

Please note the recommendations for the track type (racing circuit/non racing circuit). The seize of the
area or the length of the racing circuit depends on the number of vehicles operated.

Please take into account the width required for the cars when creating a racing circuit. It should be designed in a way that vehicles can easily overtake. Turning should be impossible.

Lane boundaries are important as well. Boundaries may me made from concrete, steel, wood or rubber
tyres. Ideally, Flextrack should be used as boundary as it helps the driver to get back on the racing circuit.
Flextrack consists of flexible elements that can be arranged according to the customer’s needs.
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Furthermore, a shed or similar is required where the vehicles can be charged overnight and where they
can be stored when they are not used. Please note: Always store the vehicles with the batteries fully
charged.

When using vehicles with a coin insert ensure there are enough coins during operation time. Users should
be able to easily change money. A money changer next to the racing circuit which needs to be placed under a roof is recommended).

A money changer accepts coins and banknotes and
issues coins upon request of the user.
The money changer shown here is not expensive,
relieves the staff, and may provide additional service to the customer.

A reliable supplier who can provide immediate assistance. In case of any problems, please contact us. Phone support is provided by our service technicians 7 days a week. Should you require SELA spare parts you
can directly order them from us. We send packages via DPD daily. Thus, nearly all problems can be solved
in the shortest time.
For your maximum success.
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SELA vehicles
in operation

Brüsseler Straße 28, D-48455 Bad Bentheim-Gildehaus

Gack Spiel– und Freizeitgeräte GmbH

Telefon: 05924/ 7897– 0
Fax: 05924/ 7897– 11
Internet: www.gack.de
E-Mail: F.ter.Horst@gack.de
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